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To Professor Lech Wlodarski on His 80th birthday
There are given sufficient conditions in order tha t a nonlinear 
integral operator defines a conservative m ethod of sumrnability.
1. There was done a lot of work concerning linear methods in 
sumrnability, as well matrix methods as continuous methods. Among 
else, I should like to mention the work done by Professor L. Wlodarski 
([7], [8]), concerning continuous methods. In this paper we shall de-
rive sufficient conditions in order that a nonlinear integral method of 
sumrnability for functions, defined by means of a nonlinear integral 
operator, be conservative (convergence preserving) in some modular 
function spaces. In place of considering matrix methods and contin-
uous methods separately, we shall deal with convergence in the sense 
of a filter. This kind of approach was started in case of linear m eth-
ods in [2] and developed later for nonlinear methods (see e.g. [6], [1]) 
in case of problems of approximation. The case of a semigroup was 
started in [5].
Let G be a semigroup. Let // be a measure on a (7-algebra E of sub-
sets of G and let L°(G) denote the space of all extended real-valued, 
E-measurable and finite /i-almost everywhere functions on G, with
equality /¿-almost, everywhere. The measure // is called compatible 
with the structure of the semigroup G, if A  G S implies sA  G £  and 
At  G £ , and /  G L°(G)  implies f (s - )  G LH(G) and f ( - t )  G L°(G), 
for every s £ G, t £ G (see [5]). A function K  : G x K - » R ,  where 
R is the real line, is called a kernel function, if A'(-, u) G L 1 (G) for 
all u G R and K(t ,  0) =  0 for all t G G. Let L : G —» R,f =  [0, oo), 
L G L X(G) and let D =  f Q L(t)d/i(t), p(t) =  L(t) /D.  Next, let 
i/> : G x R(f -> R^ be E-measurable on G for every value of the 
second variable and 0 ) =  0 , i/>(i, u) > 0 for u > 0 , !/>(/, u) is a 
continuous, nondecreasing function of u tending to +oo as u —> oo 
for every i G G. We say that a kernel function A is (L,rp)-Lipschitz, 
if the inequality
|K(t ,  u +  h) -  K ( t , u)| <  I ( i ) I ;il)
is satisfied for all u, /i G R, i G G (see [6], [5]). It is easily observed 
that if ¡i is compatible with the structure of G, then the function 
K(-} f ( s  •)) is E-measurable for every s G G, if A is (L , VO'Lipschitz, 
because then K  is continuous with respect to the second variable.
2 . We shall investigate the noiilinear integral operator T  defined
by
(1) (T .f) (s )=  f K(t ,  f(st))dfi(t),
G
where f  G DomT and DoinT is the set of all functions /  G £°(G) 
such that (T/)(.s) exists for /¿-almost every s G G and is a E-measura-
ble function of s in G.
We shall need the notion of the modular in the space L°(G). A 
modular in a real vector space X  is defined as a functional p : X  —► 
R +  =  [0, oo] such that
1° p(0) =  0, p(f)  > 0 for /  + 0, /  G X ,
2° p {~ f )  = p(f)  for /  G A ',
3° p ( a f  + (3g)< p( f)  +  p(g) for / ,  g G X , a , ft > 0, a  +  =  1.
A modular p in X  generates a modular space X p defined as
X , =  { /  : /  6  X, p ( \ f )  -  0 as A -> 0+}.
(see [3]). A modular p in L [)(G) is called monotone, if / , g £ L°(G ) 
and | / |  <  |«7 1 imply p ( f )  <  p{g). A modular p  is called J-convex, if 
for every E-measurable function p : G —» R(|  such that
J  p{t)dn( t)  =  1
a
and for every E-measurable function F  : G x G —> R there holds the 
inequality
P ( f 0 1 ^ (0  J < J P(t)p(F(t, -))dfi(t).
\ g  J  g
Let U be a filter of subsets of G, possesing a basis Ho such that 
ilo C S .  A modular ?/ in L°(G) is called ( r ,i l) -bounded if there are a 
number c > 1 and a E-measurable, bounded function h : G —» R^ 
such that h(t.) —> 0 in the sense of the filter U and
»?[/(*•)] < v(cf)  + MO»
for all /  £ L°(G) such that //(/) < oo; we shall write /¿(/ =  sup {h(t) : 
t € U} for £/ € il  (see [1], [4]).
Finally, we shall say that ( p ,  t p ,  j;) where p ,  7/ are modulars in 
L°(G) and -0 : G X Rjj" —> R(|  is a properly directed triple, if there 
exists a set G0 C G with p (G \G o)  =  0 such that for every A £ (0,1) 
there is a number C\  £ (0 , 1) satisfying the inequality
p l C x W ,  \F (- ) \ ) )< V ^F (- ) )
for all t £ G0 and all F  £ L°(G) (see [1], condition (1)). This 
condition implies the inequality
p[CA^ ( i f F,(.))]<»?(A F,(.))
for every t £ G(, and for any family (Ff(-))teG of functions Ft £
L°(G).
3. We shall prove now the following
T h eo rem  1 . Let //, be a measure in the semigroup G, compatible 
with the structure of  G, defined in the a-algebra £  of  subsets of
G. Let U be a filter of subsets of  G with a basis Ho C S. Let p 
and T] be monotone modulars in L°(G), where p is J-convex and 
tj is (r, il)-bounded. Let K  be an (L, i/>)-Lipschitz kernel function 
and let (p, ip, ?/) be a. properly directed triple. Let the nonlinear  
integral operator T  he defined by (1) and let f ,  y G ( ¿ 0(G!))^nDom T,
0 < A < 1, 0 < a < C\  D -1 . Then for an ai'bitrary U G ilo there 
holds the inequality
p[a(Tf -  Tg)} < r/(cA(/ -  g)) +  hv
( 2 )  +  [77(2 c  A / )  +  77(2 c  A g )  +  2  ha] f
G \U
where c is the constant from the definition of  (r, U)-boundedness of  
*1-
Proof. Let f , g £  Dom T. By the (L, i/>)-Lipschit,z condition for the 
kernel function K,  we obtain
|(T /)M  -  (TS)(»)| < J  p(t)D4’(t, \f( t ) - g ( - t ) \ ) d ^ i )
G
for /i-almost every s G G. Hence, by monotony and J-convexity of p 
and by the assumption that the triple (p, ip, r/) is properly directed, 
we obtain for 0 < a < C\ D ~x, 0 < A < 1
p[a ( T f  -  Tg)} < j  p(t) p {a  Di/>[t, \/(■ 0  -  g(' 01 ]}M *)
G
< j p{t)r]{\[f{-t) -  g{-t)]}dn(t).
G
Let us denote for A  G S
Then we have for arbitrary U £ ilo
(3) t > [ a (T f -T g ) \< v (U )  + v ( G \ V ) .
By (r, il)-boundedness of ?/,
v{JJ) < J  p(t)rj[X(f -g)]df i( t)  +  J  p(t)h(t)dn(t)
u u
< ri[c\( f -  fif)] +  hu.
Again, by monotonity and (r,il)-boundedness of r/,
v ( G \ U ) <  I  p(t)ri[2Xf(-t)]dfi(t) + j  p(t)  r?[2 \g (-  t)\dpi{t)
G \U  G \U
< f  Pit) [J?(2 c \  f  ) + r](2 c X g)\dp,(t) +  2 /  p{t) h{t)dp(t)
G \U  G \U
<['0( c X f )  + ri(2cXg) + 2 h u] i  p(t)dfi(t).
G \U
Hence, by inequality (3), we get (2).
4. Let W be an abstract, nonempty set of indices and let 2H be a 
filter of subsets of the set W. Let (/)u>ew l)e a filtered family of func-
tions f w £ (L°(G))q D DomT, and let (Fu,)„,evv be a filtered family 
of functions Fw £ (L°(G))P. We say that ( f w)wew is r]-convergent 
to a function /  [resp. (FW)W£W is p-convergent to a function F], if 
there is a A > 0 such that for every £ > 0 there exists a set W  £ 2U 
such that for all w £ W  there holds the inequality rj[X(fw — /)] < e 
[resp. />[A(F,(, — F)\ < e]. We say that (f w)weW is i]-Cauchy [resp. 
(FW)W£w is p-Cauchy], if there is a A > 0 such that for every e > 0 
there exists a set W  £ 2H such that for all v, w £ W  there holds 
the inequality r/[A(/„ -  /„,)] < e [resp. p[X(Fv -  F«,)] < e]. Obvi-
ously, r/-convergence of ( f w)u>ew implies ( fw)wew  to be r/-Cauchy
[resp. p-convergence of (Fw)w^\y implies (FW)W£W to be p-Cauchy ]. 
If the converse implication holds we say, that the space (L l)(G))v is 
i)-complete [resp. (L°(G))P is p-complete] with respect to the filter 2U. 
Let
( r „ / ) (« )  =  J  K w(t, f(st))dp(t).
G
We shall say that the family of nonlinear operators Tw given by ( 1) 
is conservative [resp. Cauchy-conservative] from (L>,(G))II fl D om Tw 
to (L°(G))f, with respect to the filter 2XJ, if for every ^-convergent 
[resp. 77-Cauchy] filtered family (f w )we\v of functions f w G (L°(G))V 
n  DomT,„, the filtered family (Twf w)wew  is ^-convergent [resp. p- 
Cauchy]. We shall still need the notion of weak singularity of an 
(L w, ^>)-Lipschitz kernel function K.  We say that the (LWr%f>)-Lip- 
scliitz kernel function K  is weakly singular, if for every e > 0, U G il(l 
there exists a set W  G 2ET such that
/ Pw(t) dfi{t) < £ for all iv G W.
G \u
There holds the following
T h eo rem  2. Let a11 assumptions of  Theorem 1 be satisfied and let, 
moreover, the (L, ifi)-Lipschitz kernel K  be weakly singular. Then  
the family of  nonlinear integral operators Tw given by (1) is Cauchy 
conservative from (L°(G))v n D o m T w to (L°(G))P with respect to the 
filter 2U.
Proof. By inequality (2), we have 
p[a{Tvf v -  Twf w)\ < r) (c \ ( f v -  f w)) +  hv
+  [ r i ( 2 c \ f v) -f- T ] (2 c \ fw) +  2 ha] j  pw{t)dp,{t)
G\U
for U G ilo, v, w G W, 0 < A < 1, 0 < a < C \ D ~ l . Let us 
remark that if (f w)wew is r/-Cauchy and f w G (L°(G))^ D DomTu, 
for w G W, then there exists a set W\  G 2U such that the family
(»7(2 c A/„ ))„ €  iv, is bounded for sufficiently small A > 0. This follows 
from the inequality
r?(2 c X f w) < r; [4c A(/u, -  / ^ )] +  7/(4c A / U)0)
for w, u>() G W, since we may take a set W\ C 2U such that ?/[4 cX(fw — 
/w0)] < 1 f°r wi 100 € W7i and because f Wo G (L°(G))V, we have 
rj(4cXfWo) < 00 , if A > 0 is sufficiently small. Thus, taking w0 6  W] 
fixed, we have
7/(2 c A / w) < 1 +  ?/(4 c X f Wo ) = M  < 00
for w G W j. Let us choose an arbitrary £ > 0. Since K  is weakly 
singular and h(t) —► 0 in the sense of the filter il, we may find a set 
U G Ho such that
hu < i £ and /  
a \ u
for to G W j. Then
/>[a(rw/ B -  T«,/«,)] <  77[c A(/„ -  / w)] +
for u, ii) G W \ . Since ( f w)w£w  is r/-Cauchy, we may find W2 G 2U 
such that
t/[c A(/„ -  /«,)] <  - e
for A > 0 sufficiently small, if only v, w G W2. Hence, taking 1», w G 
=  W ,  n  W 2 and a  >  0 sufficiently small, we have
p[a(Tvf v -  Twf w)] < e.
Thus, (Tu,/^) „;gvv is ¿»-Cauchy.
From Theorem 2 it follows immediately
T h eo rem  3. Let us suppose the assumptions of  Theorem 2 to be 
satisfied. Let the space (L°(G))P be p-complete. Then the family  
of nonlinear integral operators Tw given by (1) is conservative from 
(L°(G))r/ fl Dom Tw to (L°(G))P with respect to the filter 2B.
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Julian Musielak
O PE W N Y C H  ZACHOW AW CZYCH N IELIN IO W Y C H  
O PER A TO R A C H  CA ŁKO W YC H
Niech
( 7 7 ) ( 5) =  J  GK( łJ( ts ) )dn( t )
będzie nieliniowym operatorem całkowym, przyczyni fi  jest miarą 
w półgrupie G, zgodną, z działaniem w tej półgrupie. Oszacowano 
wartość p[a(T f  — Tg)], gdzie p jest modularem nad przestrzenią, 
L°(G).  Wynik zastosowano do uzyskania warunków dostatecznych 
na to, by sfiltrowana rodzina (Tw) takich przekształceń była zacho-
wawcza, t.j. by zbieżność rodziny funkcji ( f w) pociągała zbieżność 
rodziny funkcji (Twf w) w przestrzeni modularnej (L°(G))P.
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